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We investigate properties of the Generator Coordinate Method (GCM) on a collective basis
of Antisymmetrized Quasi-Cluster (AQC) states to describe the cluster-shell competition in 20Ne
and 24Mg due to the spin-orbit interaction. By introducing a single additional parameter in the
antisymmetrized-cluster basis function, a continuous transformation of the α cluster(s) into inde-
pendent nucleons can be described. We apply this GCM trial wave function to study in details the
transition from cluster states [16O+α] and [16O+α + α] to shell model (SM) states [16O+4N] and
[16O+8N], respectively. An optimal value of the strength of the spin-orbit interaction is deduced by
reproducing level spacing in 20Ne. A possible connection to the group theoretical understanding of
the cluster-shell configuration transition is also discussed.
PACS numbers: 21.30.Fe,21.60.Cs,27.20.+n,27.30.+t, 21.60Fw, 21.60Gx
I. INTRODUCTION
Atomic nuclei provide a rich diversity of properties typ-
ical for mesoscopic systems. One of standard features of
these systems is the mean field and the associated shell
structure. Indeed, the single-particle motion is a corner-
stone of nuclear structure [1] and the stability of nuclei
depends on non-uniformities of the single-particle level
distribution and presence of magic gaps. Contrary to
atomic systems, a strong spin-orbit interaction is a key
ingredient to fully explain the observed magic numbers
in atomic nuclei [2, 3]. Another important aspect of nu-
clear structure is the clustering phenomenon which is of
particular importance in states close to their cluster de-
cay thresholds [4] due to generic features of the contin-
uum coupling [5, 6]. In this context α-particle, which is
strongly bound and α-α interaction is not strong enough
to make a bound state, can be considered as an effective
building block of the nuclear structure. Indeed, many
features of nuclear masses and excitations in even-even
N = Z light nuclei can be explained by (2n-2p) quar-
teting effects [7]. This molecular viewpoint has been in-
troduced by Wheeler, von Weizsa˝cker and Wefelmeier [8]
long before the nuclear Shell Model (SM) has been pro-
posed [2, 3], and cluster structures have been extensively
studied for more than four decades [9–15] (for a selec-
tion of recent works, see Ref. [16]). Recently, theoretical
and experimental investigations of clustering phenomena
have been extended towards neutron-rich nuclei [17, 18]
(see Ref. [19] for a recent review).
If an α-cluster is expressed as the lowest (s1/2)
4 SM
configuration, it is a spin-zero system where only the
central interactions contributes. The stability of such
a cluster and, hence, its physical significance is closely
related to the respective role of different components of
the nuclear interaction in building shell structure and nu-
clear excitations. Hence, the cluster-shell competition is
a key issue to understand how effective building blocks
of nuclear structure arise from complex nuclear forces.
Usually, this competition is studied at the level of two-
nucleon forces only but it is expected that three-nucleon
forces and four-nucleon forces may play some role in this
problem as well. Another important issue in this discus-
sion is the role of coupling to the decay channels which
would require the open quantum system formulation of
the many-body problem, as provided by the Continuum
Shell Model (for recent reviews see Refs. [5, 20, 21]).
These two important issues will not be considered in this
paper.
Being interested in the shell or cluster nature of a nu-
clear state the shell and cluster models, and their inter-
relation can guide us. In general both of these models
provide us with a complete (or overcomplete) set of basis
states, until we speak about the general shell and cluster
models, without severe truncations which are necessar-
ily applied in practical applications (see e.g. the specific
models applied later on in this article). It means that
any state can be expanded in both basis. Then there
are four different possibilities. (i) The expansion in the
shell model basis is simple, but in the cluster basis is
complicated; we can call these states as shell-model-like
(SM) states. (ii) The expansion in the cluster model ba-
sis is simple, but in the shell basis is complicated; we can
call these states as cluster-model-like (CM) states (some-
times they are called rigid molecule-like cluster states).
(iii) The expansion is simple both in the shell model basis
and in the cluster basis; we can call these states as shell-
model-like cluster (SMC) states. (iv) The expansion is
complicated both in the shell model basis and in the clus-
ter basis; these states are not interesting from our present
viewpoint. (For a recent discussion, see Ref. [22] and ref-
erences cited therein). In favorable cases, states (i)-(iii)
can be characterized by simple symmetries. For example,
SM states in the superconducting limit obey SU(2) sym-
2metry, rigid molecule-like cluster states can have SO(4)
symmetry, while states with SU(3) symmetry have good
shell and cluster nature at the same time.
In this work, we aim at obtaining a transparent pic-
ture of the cluster-shell competition based on studies of
both binding energies and complex spectra. Hence, even
though different microscopic studies of the cluster-shell
competition are currently possible [23, 24], we apply here
the GCM [25] on a simple, flexible basis of Antisym-
metrized Quasi-Cluster (AQC) states [26, 27], where the
cluster-shell transition is described by a single parame-
ter. The AQC parameterization is used here to extract
the information about the cluster-shell competition in
20Ne and 24Mg in various spatial configurations and for
different values of the strength of the spin-orbit interac-
tion.
Recently, a considerable interest is devoted to studying
quantum phases and phase-transitions in algebraic mod-
els. (For a recent review, see [28, 29] and references cited
therein.). The transition from a cluster state to the SM
state when changing a control-parameter, seems to be
analogous to this problematic. Therefore, we discuss in
this paper similarities and differences between the present
GCM+AQC approach and the algebraic approach. As a
result of this comparison, a possible algebraic calculation
is outlined for a further study of the cluster-shell compe-
tition.
This paper is organized as follows. The formulation of
the model and details of the AQC approach are summa-
rized in section II. In section III, we present results con-
cerning the cluster-shell competition in 20Ne and 24Mg.
In particular, we exhibit the evolution of wave functions
for different low spin states of 20Ne with the strength
of the spin-orbit coupling by plotting the squared over-
lap between the variational GCM wave function and the
AQC basis states. Possible connections to a group the-
oretical understanding of the cluster-shell transition is
discussed in section IV. Finally, the main conclusions of
this work are given in section V.
II. THE MODEL
In this section, we introduce the GCM+AQC approach
and the many-body Hamiltonian used in the cluster-shell
transition studies of this work. Let us begin by presenting
the basic idea of the AQC wave function and its relation
to other parameterized cluster-like wave functions.
A. The Brink-Bloch wave function
In conventional α-cluster models, the single particle
wave function is described as a Gaussian packet [11]:
ψi =
(
2ν
π
) 3
4
exp[−ν(~ri − ~Rγ/
√
ν)2]χi , (1)
where χi represent the spin-isospin part of the i-th sin-
gle particle, and Rγ is a real parameter representing the
center of a Gaussian for γ-th α-cluster. To assure that
the spurious center-of-mass kinetic energy is exactly re-
moved, the parameter ν is the same for all nucleons. In
this Brink-Bloch wave function [11], four nucleons (spin-
up proton/neutron, spin-down proton/neutron) share the
common Rγ value. Hence, the spin-orbit interaction van-
ishes for Brink-Bloch α-clusters. In general, even if there
are valence nucleons around clusters, the spin-orbit in-
teraction vanishes for a single Slater determinant wave
function because the time-odd components in the spatial
part of such a wave function are missing [30]. Hence, the
contribution of the spin-orbit interaction for valence nu-
cleons around α-cluster(s) can be taken into account only
by performing the angular momentum projection and/or
by superposing the Slater determinants with complex co-
efficients. However, for (Nα)-nuclei, the spin-orbit inter-
action does not act even after these treatments, since all
clusters have spin zero.
B. The AMD and FMD wave functions
In AMD [31] and Fermionic Molecular Dynamics
(FMD) [32] approaches, both deriving from the Time-
Dependent Cluster (TDC) approach [33], the Gaussian
center parameters are allowed to be complex. In this
case, the single particle wave functions contain time-odd
components, and the spin-orbit interaction acts even at
the level of a single Slater determinant, i.e. before the
angular momentum projection. The single particle wave
function of i-th nucleon has the following form:
ψi =
(
2ν
π
) 3
4
exp[−ν(~ri − ~zi/
√
ν)2]χi , (2)
where ~zi is a complex parameter [34]. The real and
imaginary parts of ~zi represent the expectation values
of the position: < ~r >= Re[~zi]/
√
ν, and momentum:
< ~p >= 2
√
ν~ Im[~zi], of the i-th nucleon. Since this sin-
gle particle wave function breaks the time-reversal sym-
metry, it allows to describe the boost of nuclei. Thus,
this variational ansatz (2) for the wave function can
be applied not only in static, nuclear structure calcula-
tions but also in dynamical nuclear reaction calculations
[13, 14, 31, 35]. In the latter case, equations of motion
for the time-evolution of parameters {~zi} [33] are derived
from the variational principle associated with the time-
dependent Schro¨dinger equation [36].
C. The AQC wave function
The AQC approach [26, 27] allows for a convenient
transformation of the SM wave function in jj coupling
scheme into the α-cluster wave function. Hence, this
approach is particularly well suited for studies of the
3cluster-shell competition and a description of the mixed
phase in terms of quasi-clusters, i.e. the SM-like clus-
ter states. Let us suppose that the nucleus consists of
few α-clusters and one quasi-cluster. In general, one can
also consider valence nucleons but to keep the discussion
of the cluster-shell competition as transparent as possi-
ble, we shall restrict ourselves to systems consisting of
α-clusters and quasi-cluster(s). The Gaussian-center pa-
rameters ~zi/
√
ν for nucleons in α-clusters are real num-
bers. For nucleons in the quasi-cluster, the single-particle
wave function is described as a Gaussian packet:
ψi =
(
2ν
π
) 3
4
exp[−ν(~r − ~ζi/
√
ν)2]χi , (3)
where ~ζi/
√
ν are the generalized center parameters of the
packet, and:
~ζi = ~zi + iΛ(~e
i
spin)× Re[~zi] . (4)
In the above equation, ~eispin is the unit vector for the
intrinsic-spin orientation, and Λ is a control parameter
describing the dissolution of the (quasi)-cluster.
The spin-orbit interaction is intuitively interpreted as
(~r × ~p) · ~s and this is equal to (~s× ~r) · ~p, where ~r, ~p, and
~s represent the position, the momentum, and the spin of
the nucleon, respectively. If nucleons of the quasi-cluster
have the momentum components parallel (anti-parallel)
to ~s×~r, the spin-orbit interaction acts attractively (repul-
sively), i.e. the spin-orbit coupling acts on each individ-
ual wave function. For positive (negative) Λ, the contri-
bution of spin-orbit interaction is attractive (repulsive).
In actual calculation, of course, the spin-orbit coupling
is a two-body force, so this interaction is a function of
~ri − ~rj and not of ~r.
Parameters {~zi} and/or Λ are complex in the time-
dependent formulation of nuclear reactions and dynam-
ics. In the present studies, however, we perform static
calculations, so {~zi} and Λ are real. Hence, real and
imaginary parts of the Gaussian-center parameters for
nucleons of the quasi cluster are:
Re[~ζi] = ~zi
Im[~ζi] = Λ(~e
i
spin)× ~zi .
The real parts of {~ζi}, are the same for four nucleons of
the quasi cluster.
In the following sections, this parameterized wave func-
tion will be applied to explain observed levels in 20Ne and
an evolution of the wave function with the strength of the
spin-orbit coupling in 20Ne and 24Mg. In particular, it
will be shown that the limits Λ = 0 and Λ = 1 of the
AQC wave function correspond to the cluster wave func-
tion and the SM wave function (the spherical harmonics),
respectively. Λ < 0 describes a particle in spin-orbit un-
favored orbits, whereas Λ > 1 corresponds to a particle
in higher shells.
D. The Hamiltonian
The Hamiltonian operator (Hˆ) has the following form:
Hˆ =
A∑
i=1
tˆi − Tˆc.m. +
A∑
i>j
vˆij , (5)
where a two-body interaction (vˆij) includes the central
part, the spin-orbit part and the Coulomb part. For the
central part, we use the Volkov2 effective N−N potential
[37]:
V (r) = (W −MP σP τ )
× [V1 exp(−r2/c21) + V2 exp(−r2/c22)] , (6)
where W = 1−M , V c1 = −60.65 MeV, V c2 = 61.14 MeV,
c1 = 1.8 fm, and c2 = 1.01 fm. For the spin-orbit term,
we introduce the two-range variant of the G3RS potential
[38]:
Vls = V0(e
−d1r
2 − e−d2r2)P (3O)~L · ~S, (7)
where d1 = 5.0 fm
−2, d2 = 2.778 fm
−2, and P (3O) is
a projection operator onto a triplet-odd state. The op-
erator ~L stands for the relative angular momentum and
~S ≡ ~S1 + ~S2 is the spin operator.
The parameter set: M = 0.60 and V0 = 2000 MeV, is
known to give a reasonable description of α+n and α+α
scattering phase shifts [39]. For heavier nuclei, beyond
12C, one needs however larger M values in the structure
calculations. In the present study of energy levels in 20Ne
and 24Mg, we take M = 0.62 and compare experimental
and calculated spectra for three values of the strength
parameter V0 = 0, 1000, 2000 MeV.
E. The GCM trial wave function
The trial wave function of an A-particle system is con-
structed in the form:
Φ(~r1, · · · , ~rA) =∫
Ψ(~r1, · · · , ~rA; Λ, R)f(Λ, R) dΛdR (8)
where f(Λ, R) is a variational function of GCM and
Ψ(~r1, · · · , ~rA; Λ, R) is a basis function:
Ψ(~r1, · · · , ~rA; Λ, R) =
Pˆ piPˆ JMK A[(ψ1(~r1)χ1) · · · (ψk(~rk)χk) (9)
(ψk+1(~rk+1; Λ, R)χk+1) · · · (ψA(~rA; Λ, R)χA)].(10)
Pˆ pi and Pˆ JMK in (8) are projection operators on a good
parity and angular momentum, respectively, and ψi and
χi represent the spatial and spin-isospin parts of the i-
th single particle AQC wave function, respectively. The
single particles from 1 to k belong to normal cluster(s)
4and those from k+1 to A belong to quasi cluster(s). Here,
Λ is a control parameter introduced for the single particle
wave functions which belong to the quasi-cluster(s), and
R is a distance parameter between the quasi cluster and
center of mass of other clusters (which will be introduced
later).
The preliminary A-particle wave function
Ψ(~r1, · · · , ~rA; Λ, R) depends upon a collective pa-
rameters or generator coordinates, Λ and R. The
collective wave function, f(Λ, R), is folded into Ψ to
produce a system wave function that depends only on
the nucleonic coordinates ~ri. The collective parameter
Λ and R generate the trial A-particle wave function but
disappears in the final state function Φ(~r1, · · · , ~rA). For
a given A-particle Hamiltonian, the projected GCM trial
wave function (8) is then expressed with respect to the
generator function f(Λ, R).
III. RESULTS
In this section, we investigate the cluster-shell compe-
tition due to the spin-orbit interaction using the GCM on
a collective basis generated by the AQC basis states. The
GCM studies will be applied in Sect. III.A for low-lying
states of 20Ne, described as 16O-core and one quasi-α
cluster, and in Sect. III.B for states of 24Mg given by
16O-core and two quasi-α clusters.
A. 20Ne
Numerous calculations exist for 20Ne within the model
space of 16O+α or 12C+α+α [40–42]. From the SM point
of view, two protons (two neutrons) outside of the 16O
core occupy the π(d5/2) (ν(d5/2)) orbit, and the spin-
orbit interaction acts strongly [43, 44]. This effect cannot
be taken into account in a simple cluster-model space.
Hence, the hybrid models [45, 46] and the AMD ap-
proach [47, 48] have been applied to describe both the
cluster structures and the single-particle motion of nucle-
ons around the 16O-core. Finally, the 16O-core+3N +N
three-cluster approach has been proposed to account for
the breaking of one α-cluster due to the spin-orbit inter-
action [49].
In our model of 20Ne, four α-clusters form a tetra-
hedron which corresponds to the doubly closed p-shell
if the relative distance between clusters is equal to
zero. The actual distance between α-clusters in the 16O-
tetrahedron is 1.0 fm, and its center of mass is placed
at the origin of the coordinate system. The remaining
(quasi-)α cluster is located on the x-axis. The center of
mass of this cluster is denoted by R~ex, where R is a dis-
tance parameter and ~ex is the unit vector on the x-axis.
If the spin-orbit interaction acts, the quasi-α cluster
has S 6= 0 because the spatial part of the wave func-
tion for each nucleon of the quasi-cluster is not an eigen-
state of the time-reversal operator. The dissolution of α-
cluster (S = 0 ) by the spin-orbit interaction is described
by the control parameter (the generator coordinate) Λ in
the AQC basis wave function. Since the direction of the
spin is defined along the z-axis, we change the Gaussian
centers of the nucleons in the quasi-cluster from R~ex to
R(~ex + iΛ~ey) or R(~ex − iΛ~ey), for spin-up or spin-down
nucleons, respectively, to assure that the directions of
the spin and orbital parts of the angular momentum are
parallel. Hence, the generalized center parameters of the
quasi-α packet become:
~ζ/
√
ν = R(~ex + iΛ~ey) , (11)
and
~ζ/
√
ν = R(~ex − iΛ~ey) , (12)
for the for the spin-up and spin-down nucleons (proton
or neutron), respectively. Here, R~ex is the spatial posi-
tion of the Gaussian center. Imaginary parts: RΛ~ey and
−RΛ~ey, express the momenta of nucleons, and ~ex and ~ey
are unit vectors on x and y axes, respectively.
These imaginary parts of the generalized center pa-
rameters of the quasi-α packet allow to mimic spherical
harmonics with a parametrization (3). The spatial part
of the single-particle wave function (3) of a nucleon in
the quasi cluster is:
ψi =
(
2ν
π
) 3
4
exp[−ν~r2 − ~ζ2 + 2ν~r · ~ζ/√ν] . (13)
The last term can be expanded using (11), (12). In the
case of a spin-up nucleon, for example, one obtains:
exp[2ν~r · ~ζ/√ν] = 1 +
∞∑
k=1
1
k!
(2νR(x+ iΛy))k . (14)
For Λ = 1, one finds:
exp[2ν~r · ~ζ/√ν] = 1 +
∞∑
k=1
1
k!
1
sk
(2νrR)kYkk(Ω) , (15)
where sk are the normalization factors of spherical har-
monics Ykk(Ω). Hence, the spatial part of the wave func-
tion of a spin-up nucleon in the quasi cluster can be writ-
ten as:
ψi =
(
2ν
π
) 3
4
{1 + s−11 2νriRY11(Ωi)
+ (1/2!)s−12 (2νriR)
2Y22(Ωi)
+ (1/3!)s−13 (2νriR)
3Y33(Ωi)
+ · · ·+ (1/n!)s−1n (2νriR)nYnn(Ωi)
+ · · · } exp[−νr2i ]. (16)
Since the direction of spin is along the z-axis, the spin-
up wave function is described as a linear combination of
|j jz = +j〉 states:
a1/2,1/2|1/2 1/2〉 + a3/2,3/2|3/2 3/2〉
+ a5/2,5/2|5/2 5/2〉+ · · · .
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FIG. 1: The GCM calculations of yrast levels in 20Ne for three
different values of the strength of the spin-orbit interaction:
V0 = 0, 1000, 2000 MeV, are compared with the experimental
data (Exp.). For more details, see the description in the text.
Analogously, the spatial part of the wave function for a
spin-down nucleon is:
a1/2,−1/2|1/2 − 1/2〉 + a3/2,−3/2|3/2 − 3/2〉
+ a5/2,−5/2|5/2 − 5/2〉+ · · · .
This can be obtained by a time-reversal transformation
of the spin-up wave function.
It is important to mention that all components of
the quasi cluster wave function which overlap with the
wave function of the core nucleus are exactly removed
by the Pauli principle. In the case of 20Ne, four nucle-
ons of the quasi cluster are excited to the sd-shell. For
small R, the radial wave function for the spin-up pro-
ton/neutron corresponds to the r2Y22 exp[−νr2] SM wave
function, whereas for the spin-down proton/neutron one
finds r2Y2−2 exp[−νr2] SM radial wave function. There-
fore, Λ is a parameter which can be used to characterize
the cluster-shell competition: Λ = 1 is a limit of the
spherical harmonics, and Λ = 0 is the α-cluster limit. If
R is large, the radial wave function contains admixtures
of the higher shell components.
After setting Gaussian center parameters of nucleons
in quasi cluster and α-clusters, the whole system is Galilei
transformed so that the center of gravity coincides with
the origin of the coordinate system.
Fig. 1 shows energies of yrast states in 20Ne. We super-
pose basis states with different values of Λ (Λ = −1, −0.5,
0, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3) and R (R = 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 4 fm)
generator coordinates, and then diagonalize the Hamilto-
nian in this subspace. In this calculation, the Majorana
parameter isM = 0.62 and the size of the Gaussian wave-
packet equals b = 1.6 fm (b ≡ 1/√2ν). For this choice
of the parameters, one can reproduce the binding energy
of 20Ne reasonable well. The results with the strength
of the spin-orbit interaction of V0 = 0, 1000, and 2000
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FIG. 2: The energy curves of the 0+ state of 20Ne as a
function of Λ: (a): V0 = 0 MeV, (b): V0 = 1000 MeV, and
(c): V0 = 2000 MeV. The solid, dotted, and dashed lines show
R = 0.5, 2, and 4 fm, respectively.
MeV are compared with experimental one (Exp.). The
experimental level spacing among 0+, 2+, 4+ shows the
deviation from the l(l+1) rule for the rigid rotor, and the
spin-orbit interaction is needed to explain this deviation;
the experimental 0+− 2+ level spacing is larger than the
results with V0 = 0 MeV even if the 0
+ − 4+ spacing is
almost reproduced. It has been known that introducing
the spin-orbit strength of V0 = 2000 MeV gives reason-
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FIG. 3: The kinetic and spin-orbit energy curves of the 0+
state of 20Ne as a function of Λ: (a): kinetic energy (indepen-
dent of the spin-orbit strength), (b): spin-orbit energy for V0
= 1000 MeV, and (c): spin-orbit energy V0 = 2000 MeV. The
lines are the same as in Fig. 2.
able description for the scattering phase shift of α+N ,
however this strength is too strong for 20Ne judging from
the obtained level spacing between the ground 0+ state
and 8+ state. Therefore, the strength of V0 = 1000
MeV is considered to be the best to reproduce both the
0+ − 2+ − 4+ and 0+ − 8+ level spacings. Both the ex-
perimental result and the calculation show that the 8+
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FIG. 4: The squared overlap between the lowest 0+ state of
20Ne obtained by superposing the basis states with different
R and Λ values and each basis state. (a): V0 = 0 MeV, (b):
V0 = 1000 MeV, and (c): V0 = 2000 MeV. The lines are the
same as in Fig. 2.
state does not fit to the sequence of the rotational band
structure. This is due to the shell effect, and the devi-
ation becomes larger with increasing the strength of the
spin-orbit interaction.
One of the possible reasons why V0 = 2000 determined
from the α+N scattering is too strong for 20Ne is the
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FIG. 5: The energy curves of the 0+ state as a function of
the distance between “quasi cluster” and 16O is shown. The
solid line is total energy (left vertical axis), and the dotted
line is spin-orbit energy (right vertical axis). The strength
of the spin-orbit interaction is V0 = 1000 MeV, which gives
reasonable level spacing in Fig. 1.
contribution of the tensor interaction. It has been known
that the tensor interaction causes the two-particle-two-
hole excitation of 4He from the (0s)4 configuration and
this effect plays an essential role for explaining the spin-
orbit splitting of 5He [50, 51]. Thus we somehow over-
estimate the spin-orbit strength when we try to fit the
scattering phase shift of 4He+N using (0s)4 configuration
for 4He and without introducing the tensor interaction
explicitly. Also, the first order term of the tensor inter-
action (between j-upper protons and j-upper neutrons)
acts repulsively [52]. In the present case, an α-cluster
is broken to take into account the spin-orbit interaction,
and two protons and two neutrons occupy the j-upper
orbits, and the first order term of the tensor interaction
acts repulsively between protons and neutrons. Renor-
malization of this tensor effect into the spin-orbit part is
another reason for the reduction of the strength of the
spin-orbit interaction.
The energy curves of the 0+ state as a function of Λ,
which are expressed as
〈Ψ(~r1, · · · , ~rA; Λ, R)|Hˆ|Ψ(~r1, · · · , ~rA; Λ, R)〉 / 〈Ψ|Ψ〉
in terms of Eq. (9), are shown in Fig. 2, where (a):
V0 = 0 MeV, (b): V0 = 1000 MeV, and (c): V0 = 2000
MeV. The lines are the results with different distance
between 16O and quasi α-cluster, and the solid, dotted,
and dashed lines are cases of R =0.5, 2, and 4 fm, re-
spectively. In the case of V0 = 0 MeV ((a)), the mini-
mum points of the curves appear around Λ = 0. This
is because there is no spin-orbit interaction in this case.
Introducing Λ value induces the rotation of four nucleons
in the “quasi α” cluster around 16O, which increases the
kinetic energy of the four nucleons. Thus, without spin-
orbit interaction, the energy does not decrease. On the
other hand, with increasing the V0 value, the minimum
points shifts to finite Λ value ((b) and (c)). The lowest
energy is obtained with R = 3 fm and Λ ∼ 0.2 in the
case of V0 = 1000 MeV (although the line for R = 3 fm
is not shown in this figure).
The kinetic and spin-orbit energy curves of the 0+ state
of 20Ne as a function of Λ are shown in Fig. 3, where (a):
kinetic energy (independent of the spin-orbit strength),
(b): spin-orbit energy for V0 = 1000 MeV, and (c): spin-
orbit energy V0 = 2000 MeV. The lines are the same as
in Fig. 2.
The squared overlap between the lowest 0+ state of
20Ne obtained by superposing the basis states with dif-
ferent R and Λ values and each basis state, which is ex-
pressed as
|〈Ψ(~r1, · · · , ~rA; Λ, R)|Φ(~r1, · · · , ~rA)〉|2 /
√
〈Ψ|Ψ〉〈Φ|Φ〉
in terms of Eqs. (8) and (9), is shown in Fig. 4 ((a):
V0 = 0 MeV, (b): V0 = 1000 MeV, and (c): V0 = 2000
MeV). Here, the lines are the same as in Fig. 2. Both
the bra (each basis state on the horizontal axis) and ket
(the lowest 0+ state obtained after superposing the ba-
sis states) states are normalized, however, since the basis
states with different Λ value are non-orthogonal, the in-
tegration over Λ does not correspond to definite physical
value. It is shown that when the spin-orbit interaction
is strong (in the case of (c)), the peak positions shift to
the finite Λ values similarly to Fig. 2. This result sug-
gests the mixing of two components (cluster limit and
shell limit) in the ground state of 20Ne. Also, the height
of the second peak for the solid line (R = 0.5 fm) shown
around Λ ∼ 2 increases with increasing strength of the
spin-orbit interaction ((a)→ (b)→ (c)). The states with
Λ larger than 1 surely correspond to particle-hole excita-
tion to higher shells, however physical interpretation for
it is still an open question.
In Fig. 5, the energy curves of the 0+ state as a func-
tion of the distance between “quasi cluster” and 16O is
shown (solid line: total energy, dotted line: spin-orbit
energy). Here, the strength of the spin-orbit interaction
is V0 = 1000 MeV, which gives reasonable level spacing
in Fig. 1. The optimal Λ value is chosen at each point on
the horizontal axis. It is shown that the energy becomes
minimum around the distance of 3 fm, where the con-
tribution of the spin-orbit interaction is ∼ −2.5 MeV,
and the expectation value of the spin-orbit interaction
increases to ∼ −8 MeV in the inner region.
The energy curves of (a) 2+, (b) 4+, (c) 6+, and (d)
8+ states as a function of Λ are shown in Fig. 6. The
solid, dotted, and dashed lines show the results of R =
0.5, 2, and 4 fm, respectively. Here, the strength of the
spin-orbit interaction is V0 = 1000 MeV, which gives rea-
sonable level spacing in Fig. 1. With increasing angular
momentum the optimal R value gets shorter, and the
minimum energy of the dashed line (R = 4 fm) rapidly
increase compared with the solid and dotted lines in high
angular momentum states. Also, the optimal Λ value in-
creases with increasing angular momentum.
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FIG. 6: The energy curves of (a) 2+ (b) 4+ (c) 6+ and (d) 8+
states as a function of Λ. The lines are the same as in Figs.
2, 3, 4. The strength of the spin-orbit interaction is chosen to
be V0 = 1000 MeV.
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FIG. 7: The squared overlap between the lowest (a) 2+ (b)
4+ (c) 6+ and (d) 8+ states obtained by superposing the basis
states with different R and Λ values and each basis state. The
lines are the same as in Figs. 2, 3, 4, 6. The strength of the
spin-orbit interaction is chosen to be V0 = 1000 MeV.
The squared overlap between the obtained (a) 2+, (b)
4+, (c) 6+, and (d) 8+ states by superposing the basis
states with different R and Λ values and each basis state
is shown in Fig. 7. The lines are the same as in Figs.
2, 3, 4, 6. The strength of the spin-orbit interaction is
chosen to be V0 = 1000 MeV. With increasing angular
momentum, the height of the dashed line (R = 4 fm)
decreases and the R value which gives the largest overlap
gets shorter, similarly to Fig. 6. Also, the Λ value which
gives the largest overlap slightly increases with increasing
angular momentum.
We can apply the present method also for the nega-
tive parity states. However, it is known that the clus-
ter structure is really important for the lowering of the
higher nodal states like the negative parity states. Thus
the α breaking effect plays a less important role for the
negative parity states. If we include the α breaking wave
functions (finite Λ values) in the model space, the energy
gain for the 1− state of 20Ne (the band head of the nega-
tive parity band) is only 0.3 MeV with respect to the pure
cluster model configuration, for the spin-orbit interaction
strength V0= 1000 MeV. This energy gain becomes 0.8
MeV for V0 = 2000 MeV, what is anyway much smaller
than in the case of the positive parity states.
B. 24Mg
Next we discuss the case with two quasi clusters around
the 16O core, that is 24Mg. In the previous case of 20Ne,
one quasi cluster is placed on the x-axis and four nucle-
ons in this quasi cluster are changed to Y22 (proportional
to (x+iy)2/r2) or Y2−2 (proportional to (x−iy)2/r2) or-
bitals after giving the imaginary part in the y component.
In 24Mg, the second quasi cluster should be transformed
to Y21 and Y2−1 for spin-up and spin-down nucleons, re-
spectively, to make the orbital and spin components par-
allel. The spherical harmonics Y21 (Y2−1) is proportional
to (x+ iy)z/r2 ((x− iy)z/r2), and it is necessary to shift
the Gaussian center parameters of nucleons in quasi clus-
ters also to z direction.
For the first quasi cluster, we give the Gaussian centers
parameter
~ζ1/
√
ν = R(~ex + iΛ~ey + ~ez/2) (17)
for the spin-up proton and neutron, and
~ζ1/
√
ν = R(~ex − iΛ~ey + ~ez/2) (18)
for the spin-down proton and neutron. For the second
quasi cluster, we give
~ζ2/
√
ν = R(~ex + iΛ~ey − ~ez/2). (19)
for the spin-up proton and neutron and
~ζ2/
√
ν = R(~ex − iΛ~ey − ~ez/2) (20)
for the spin-down proton and neutron, where ~ex, ~ey, and
~ez are unit vectors. The antisymmetrization effect allows
us to take linear combinations of orbitals for the first and
the second quasi clusters: when the linear combination
is in-phase
exp[−ν(~r − ~ζ1/
√
ν)2] + exp[−ν(~r − ~ζ2/
√
ν)2], (21)
9there is no node in the z direction, however when it is
anti-phase,
(exp[−ν(~r − ~ζ1/
√
ν)2]− exp[−ν(~r − ~ζ2/
√
ν)2])/R, (22)
factor z is multiplied and one node in the z direction
appears at the limit of R → 0. When we expand the
exponents of Eqs. (21) and (22), similar discussion to
Eqs. (13)− (16) follows. Here the components of 0s and
p shells disappear due to the presence of the 16O core.
Eventually proton and neutron that occupy a state of Eq.
(21) correspond to Y22 (spin-up case) and Y2−2 (spin-
down case) the same as in the 20Ne case, however proton
and neutron that occupy a state of Eq. (22) correspond
to Y21 (spin-up case) and Y2−1 (spin-down case) due to
the factor “z”. After setting all these Gaussian center
parameters, the whole system is Galilei transformed so
that the center of gravity coincides with the origin of the
coordinate system.
The energy curves for the 0+ state of 24Mg as a func-
tion of Λ are shown in Fig. 8, where (a): V0 = 0 MeV,
(b): V0 = 1000 MeV, and (c): V0 = 2000 MeV. In Fig.
8 (a), the energy minima are shown around Λ = 0 inde-
pendent of R, however states with finite Λ values become
important especially for lines with small R in Figs. 8 (b)
and 8 (c) with increasing spin-orbit strength. In Fig. 8
(b), the second minimum point appears around Λ = 1.5
for the solid line (R = 0.5 fm), and two local minima of
the solid line in Fig. 8 (b) merge into a deep minimum
point in Fig. 8 (c).
The squared overlap between the lowest 0+ state of
24Mg obtained by superposing the basis states with dif-
ferent R and Λ values and each basis state is shown in
Fig. 9 ((a): V0 = 0 MeV, (b): V0 = 1000 MeV, and (c):
V0 = 2000 MeV). Here, the lines are the same as in Fig.
8. it is again shown that when the spin-orbit interaction
is strong (in the case of (c)), the peak positions shift to
the finite Λ values similarly to Fig. 4. This result sug-
gests the mixing of two components (cluster limit and
shell limit) in the ground state of 24Mg. Also, the height
of the second peak for the solid line (R = 0.5 fm) shown
around Λ ∼ 2 increases with increasing strength of the
spin-orbit interaction ((a) → (b) → (c)).
TABLE I: The ground state energy of 24Mg calculated with
the strength of the spin-orbit interaction, V0 = 0, 1000, and
2000 MeV. The results of one and two generator coordinate(s)
are compared.
V0 one generator coordinate two generator coordinates
0 −189.8 −190.1
1000 −190.9 −191.4
2000 −196.8 −198.2
For more precise calculation, we can introduce two gen-
erator coordinates; the relative distance between the two
quasi clusters (R1 = 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 3.0 fm) and the rel-
ative distance between the center of mass of two quasi
clusters and the 16O core (R2 = 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 3.0 fm).
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FIG. 8: The energy curves for the 0+ state of 24Mg as a
function of Λ: (a): V0 = 0 MeV, (b): V0 = 1000 MeV, and
(c): V0 = 2000 MeV. The solid, dotted, dashed, and dash-
dotted lines show R = 0.5, 1, 2, and 3 fm, respectively.
The result of the ground state (0+) energy as a function
of the strength of the spin-orbit interaction (V0 in Eq.
(7)) is shown in Table I (in the column of two generator
coordinates), together with the results of one generator
coordinate (R). Here, the difference between the results
of V0 = 0 MeV and V0 = 2000 MeV is 8.2 MeV in the
case of two generator coordinates. The effect of the de-
crease of energy due to the spin-orbit interaction is dou-
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FIG. 9: The squared overlap between the lowest 0+ state of
24Mg obtained by superposing the basis states with different
R and Λ values and each basis state. (a): V0 = 0 MeV, (b):
V0 = 1000 MeV, and (c): V0 = 2000 MeV. The lines are the
same as in Fig. 8.
bled compared with 20Ne (Fig. 1), since we have broken
two α clusters in 24Mg.
IV. A POSSIBLE CONNECTION TO GROUP
THEORETICAL APPROACHES
In this section we discuss how a similar study could
be formulated in terms of group theoretical models, in
order to investigate the possible phase-transitions from
a different angle and in a more quantitative way. A rea-
sonable approach would consist of two steps. The first
one is the algebraic cluster model calculation, and the
second step is the shell-model calculation. The two parts
have a matching point: the U(3) dynamical symmetry is
present in both models [29].
A. Basic features of the group theoretical
investigations
The basic features of the algebraic studies can be sum-
marized as follows. A group-theoretical model is con-
sidered with a well-defined model space. On the other
hand the interactions (but only the interactions) are var-
ied. They have limiting cases, called dynamical symme-
tries. When a dynamical symmetry holds, the eigenvalue-
problem has an analytical solution, due to the fact that
the Hamiltonian can be expressed in terms of the invari-
ant operators of a chain of nested subgroups. In such a
case the eigenstates of the Hamiltonian have a complete
set of good quantum numbers. The general Hamiltonian,
however, which has contributions from interactions with
different dynamical symmetries, has to be diagonalized
numerically. The relative weight of the dynamically sym-
metric limits serves as a control parameter, and it defines
the phase-diagram of the system. When there are more
than two dynamical symmetries, more than one control
parameters appear.
In the limit of large particle number phase-transitions
are seen in the sense that the derivative of the energy-
minimum, as a function of the control-parameter, is dis-
continuous. The order of the derivative, showing the dis-
continuity, gives the order of the phase-transition. Thus,
in this framework the phase-transition is investigated
quantitatively, like in the thermodynamics. A phase is
defined as a region of the phase diagram between the
endpoint of the dynamical symmetry and the transition
point. It is also conjectured [53] that such a quantum
phase is characterized by a quasi-dynamical symmetry.
Therefore, although the real dynamical symmetry is valid
only at a single point of the phase-diagram, the more
general quasi-dynamical symmetry may survive, and in
several cases does survive [29, 53], in the whole phase.
If this conjecture really turns out to be true, then the
situation is similar to Landau’s theory: different phases
are determined by different (quasi-dynamical) symme-
tries, and phase transitions correspond to a change of
the symmetry.
In the case of the finite particle number the disconti-
nuities are smoothed out, as the consequence of the finite
size effect, but still remarkable changes can be detected
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in the behavior of the corresponding functions.
In this paper we have investigated the cluster-shell
competition by enlarging the cluster-model-space with
some shell-model basis states. The shell-model descrip-
tion, in general, is based on a horizontal truncation of
the model space (e.g. to a single major shell), while the
cluster model makes a vertical truncation (e.g. a few
nucleons with specific symmetry in many major shells).
Therefore, a model space containing both subspaces, and
being a space for an irreducible representation of a dy-
namical algebra can be prohibitively large. Thus, the
formulation of the cluster-shell competition in terms of
the group theoretical framework seems to be feasible in
a two-step procedure. The first step is the cluster study
based on an algebraic model, the second one is the shell-
model calculation. The reason why they can be combined
to a coherent investigation is that they have a matching
point: both of them have a limit of the U(3) dynamical
symmetry [29].
B. U(3) limit in the algebraic cluster model
We begin with the algebraic cluster model. In case
of a binary cluster-configuration of closed-shell clusters,
e.g. 16O+4He, we practically need to describe only the
relative motion. Algebraically it can be done by apply-
ing the vibron model of U(4) structure [54], which have
(l = 1) π and and (l = 0) σ bosons, as building blocks.
The Pauli-principle can be taken into account by a basis-
truncation in the simple case of closed-shell clusters [55],
and with this constraint the vibron model can really give
a reasonable approach to the α-cluster bands of 20Ne [56].
The U(4) algebra of the relative motion can be consid-
ered as the dynamical algebra of the truncated harmonic
oscillator problem for a finite spectrum (as the compact
form of the noncompact U(3, 1) dynamical algebra of the
oscillator problem without truncation). It is worth stress-
ing here that this simplified algebraic structure is valid
only from the viewpoint of the physical operators when
no coupling to the internal cluster degrees of freedom
is considered. From the viewpoint of the model space,
on the other hand, the internal degrees of freedom have
to be taken into account, otherwise the Pauli-principle
could not be appreciated [55]. The internal cluster struc-
ture is usually described in terms of the Elliott-model of
USTc (4)⊗ Uc(3) group structure, where USTc (4) refers to
the spin-isospin degrees of freedom and Uc(3) stands for
the space-part of the internal cluster wave function.
The cluster model with the U(4) algebraic structure
has two dynamical symmetries: U(3), and O(4). There-
fore, the phase-space is one-dimensional, having these
limits as ending points. The U(3) limit corresponds to a
soft vibrator in the language of the collective model, or
to a shell-model-like clusterization from the microscopic
viewpoint. The O(4) represents the rigid rotor limit, i.e
a rigid molecule-like configuration, which extends to very
many major shells [22]. A recent schematic calculation
[57] showed that at a certain value of the control param-
eter a phase-transition takes place, and the quasidynam-
ical U(3) symmetry characterizes the whole phase from
the limit of the real dynamical symmetry up to very close
to the point of transition.
When the coupling between the relative motion and
internal cluster degrees of freedom is taken into account
[55], then there is a third dynamical symmetry of the
cluster model, denoted by SO(3), which corresponds to
the weak-coupling limit. Then the phase diagram is two
dimensional, and can be illustrated by a triangle [29].
C. U(3) limit in the shell model
The U(3) symmetry is known to be very important
in the shell model since the pioneering work of Elliott
[58]. A specific U(3) symmetry defines a (collective) ro-
tational band in terms of the basis of the spherical shell
model. (In the shell-model context the symmetry is usu-
ally called SU(3), and not U(3). The two groups are
uniquely related to each other, once the total number of
particles (oscillator quanta) is given, this being the only
extra generator of U(3) in comparison with SU(3). In the
shell model calculations usually only a single major shell
is incorporated, therefore, this number does not play any
role, and it is not needed. In the cluster model, however,
several major shells are included, thus it is more practical
to use U(3), which defines SU(3), too.)
The problem of a shell-model-like phase-transition has
been studied in [59]. This is also a schematic calcula-
tion, in which a finite fermion system was considered,
with a Hamiltonian having two dynamical symmetries:
the SU(3) one of the Elliott model, and the SU(2) dy-
namical symmetry, which diagonalizes the pairing inter-
action of the superconductivity. A phase-transition was
observed at a critical point of the control parameter, and
the quasi-dynamical SU(3) symmetry turned out to be
valid between the transition point and the endpoint of
the SU(3) limit.
From the viewpoint of the phase studies it is remark-
able that recently a triangle-like phase diagram has been
proposed also for the shell model [60], which, in addition
to the SU(3) and SU(2) symmetries has the independent-
particle model as the third corner.
As the realistic calculations are concerned, the method
of the works [61] are especially remarkable from our view-
point. There the 20Ne was described within a shell-
model, by considering 4 nucleons in the full sd shell, and
applying SU(3) basis. The Hamiltonian includes spin-
orbit, quadrupole-quadrupole and pairing terms as well.
D. Matching of the two models at the U(3) limit
The U(3) limit of the two (cluster and shell) models
coincide with each other, as mentioned before, and will
be discussed more in detail later on. The difference in the
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physical content, as indicated here (vibrational limit in
the cluster model and rotational limit in the shell model)
seems to be a contradiction, but in fact it is not. In the
shell model the U(3) dynamical symmetry determines a
rotational band from the basis states of a single major
shell. On the other hand the vibrational limit of the
cluster model is related to major shell excitations. If the
algebraic (U(3)) shell model is extended by the inclusion
of major shell excitations, then it has an algebraic struc-
ture of Sp(3, R) [62]. In the limit of the large particle
number, however, it simplifies to a U(3) boson model
[63], (or contracted symplectic model [64],) which con-
tains both the hydrodynamic model (major shell excita-
tions corresponding to giant resonances), and the Elliott
SU(3) model. Similarly, the U(3) dynamical symmetry
of the cluster model incorporates the major shell exci-
tations as well as the SU(3) structure within the major
shells [55]. (In the language of the liquid drop collec-
tive model, Elliott’s SU(3) corresponds to the vorticity
of the liquid: the (0,0) SU(3)-scalar represents the ir-
rotational flow, while non-SU(3)-scalar corresponds to
non-zero vorticity.)
In this article we have introduced AQC model to de-
scribe the cluster-shell competition, where Λ and R are
two parameters to characterize the state. We can map
the values of Λ and R on the diagram in Fig. 10. The
U(3) limit is characterized as small R and small Λ, thus
the wave function has both natures of cluster and shell
models. Increasing Λ changes α cluster(s) to jj-coupling
wave function, which corresponds to the shift of the wave
function from the U(3) limit (common intersection) to
the SU(2) limit on the shell model side, and increasing
R corresponds to the change from the U(3) limit to the
O(4) limit (rigid rotor state) on the cluster model side.
In this way, AQC model can be interpreted in terms of
the group theory by introducing a diagram in Fig. 10.
An algebraic study, which is similar to our present in-
vestigation of the cluster-shell competition would require
two kinds of calculations. The first one is an extension of
the work of Ref. [57] within the algebraic cluster study
for the realistic description of the cluster band(s). This
could determine quantitatively, where the real nucleus
sits on the phase diagram of the cluster model. The
U(3) end of this diagram is the common intersection with
the phase diagram of the shell model. In particular, in
the U(3) limit the cluster wave function of the ground
state band of 20Ne e.g. is given by the shell-model wave
function with the quantum numbers: UST (4) : [1, 1, 1, 1],
S = 0, T = 0, U(3) : (8, 0), i.e. the shell-model and
cluster model wave functions are the same (apart from
the normalization factor). The second part of the calcu-
lation should be a shell-model study, similar in spirit to
those of [59, 61]. We discuss here the necessary scenario
from the angle of the work [61]. i) Include not only the
ground-band, but also the negative parity band, and ii)
investigate the behavior of the system under the influence
of the systematic change of the strength of the spin-orbit
and/or pairing interactions. iii) When doing so the sur-
Shell model Cluster model
independent particle state
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rigid rotor state
weak coupling state
SU(2)
U(3)
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FIG. 10: (Color online) Schematic diagram for the group
theoretical understanding for cluster-shell competition.
vival of the quasidynamical SU(3) could be determined
from the analysis of the wave function.
The control parameter is the relative weight of the
U(3) symmetry-breaking interaction in both cases. On
the cluster side it is the dipole interaction (compared to
the U(3)-symmetric quadrupole one), while on the shell-
model side it can be spin-orbit and pairing forces. The
quasi-dynamical U(3) symmetry defines a phase on both
sides of real U(3) dynamical symmetry (being the match-
ing point of the two phase-diagram). This kind of inves-
tigation could answer a question, like: where the system
is located on the phase diagram of the cluster model and
that of the shell-model. Furthermore, one could figure
out if phase-transition(s) take(s) place, and if so, what
kind of transitions.
V. CONCLUSION AND FURTHER OUTLOOK
Recently, a microscopic calculation of the cluster-shell
competition became possible, and in this work we intro-
duced the GCM+AQC formalism to describe this com-
petition in a simple way. The spin-orbit interaction is a
key quantity which drives the transition from CM states
to SM states. In our model, this effect is implanted into
the trial wave function. By introducing a single parame-
ter Λ, one α cluster orbiting around 16O is changed into
a “quasi cluster”, where the motion of four nucleons de-
pends on the spin direction of each nucleon.
The energy levels of 20Ne calculated in the GCM on a
collective basis of the AQC states for different strengths
of the spin-orbit interaction: V0 = 0, 1000, 2000 MeV,
were compared with the experimental data. The experi-
mental level spacing of 0+−2+−4+ shows a clear devia-
tion from the l(l+1) rule, and the spin-orbit interaction is
needed to explain this deviation. Although a reasonable
description of the scattering phase shift in 4He+N reac-
tion is possible for V0 = 2000 MeV, this value should
be reduced for 20Ne. Judging from the level spacing
between the ground state 0+ and the 8+ excited state,
the optimal value of the spin-orbit coupling strength is
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V0 = 1000 MeV. Thus, the spin-orbit strength is over-
estimated if the scattering phase shift in 4He+N is fit-
ted without introducing the tensor interaction explicitly.
Both the experimental results and the GCM+AQC cal-
culation show that the 8+ state in 20Ne deviates strongly
from the rotational sequence. Our studies demonstrate
that the deviation increases with increasing the strength
of the spin-orbit interaction.
For V0 = 0 MeV, the energy of a 0
+ state as a function
of Λ exhibits a minimum at Λ = 0. With an increasing
value of V0, the minimum is shifted towards a finite value
of Λ and the kinetic energy of nucleons in the α quasi
cluster increases as well. For V0 = 1000 MeV, the energy
minimum is found at Λ ∼ 0.2. The optimal value of Λ
value increases with increasing the angular momentum.
The curves of energy as a function of Λ show that an
optimal value of R (a distance between 16O and an α
quasi cluster) is around 3 fm for 2+. With increasing
angular momentum, the optimal value of R decreases (R
= 2 fm for 8+).
Furthermore, we discussed the case of two quasi clus-
ters around the 16O core (the case of 24Mg) showing the
way two α clusters can be broken in AQC formalism.
Concerning the three different kinds of states from the
viewpoint of their shell or cluster nature: the SM states,
the CM states and the SMC states, the following cor-
respondence can be made in the language of the AQC
formalism. The SM state (type (i)) corresponds to a sit-
uation of small R and large Λ, while a rigid molecule-like
CM state (type (ii)) corresponds to large R and small Λ.
The SMC state (type (iii)) involves small R and small
Λ values. Usually, R is finite due to the Pauli exclusion
principle. It follows from the present GCM+AQC study
that even parity states of 20Ne and 24Mg are of the type
(iii).
We have also discussed how a similar study could be
formulated in terms of algebraic models. A possible ap-
proach would consist of two steps. The first one is the
description of experimental data in terms of the algebraic
cluster model, and the second step is the shell-model cal-
culation. The reason why they can be combined is that
they have a matching point, the limit of the U(3) dy-
namical symmetry [29], which is the intersection of two
phase-diagrams. The control parameter would be the rel-
ative weight of the U(3) symmetry-breaking interactions.
Via this route, one might hope to understand whether the
phase-transition possibly takes place between the cluster-
and shell-configurations and what could be the nature of
this transitions.
The U(3) symmetry is a common intersection of the
cluster and shell models. CM and SM states can be
characterized using the two triangles (see Fig. 10) which
merge in the U(3) limit. In this paper, we have stud-
ied the cluster-shell competition using the GCM+AQC
microscopic framework. In this framework, Λ and R are
parameters of a collective AQC basis, which give an in-
sight into the nature of many-body states. These pa-
rameters can be associated with features shown on this
diagram. The U(3) limit is characterized by small R and
small Λ values, thus the wave function has the nature
of both cluster and shell models. Increasing Λ changes
α cluster(s) into jj-coupling wave function, which corre-
sponds to the shift from U(3) to the SU(2) limit on the
shell model side. Finally, increasing R corresponds to the
change from U(3) to the O(4) limit (the rigid rotor state)
on the cluster model side. In this way, the microscopic
results of the GCM+AQC model can be interpreted in
intuitive language of the group theory.
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